Abstract. We compute cosmic microwave background (CMB) anisotropy constraints on exotic forms of energy injection in electromagnetic (e.m.) channels over a large range of timescales. We show that these constraints are very powerful around or just after recombination, although CMB keeps some sensitivity e.g. to decaying species with lifetimes as long as 10 25 s. These bounds are complementary to CMB spectral distortions and primordial nucleosynthesis ones, which dominate at earlier timescales, as we also review here. For the first time, we describe the effects of the e.m. energy injection on the CMB power spectra as a function of the injection epoch, using the lifetime of a decaying particle as proxy. We also identify a suitable on-the-spot approximation, that can be used to derive accurate constraints, and describe its differences with the most up-to-date treatment. Our results are of interest not only for early universe relics constituting (a fraction of) the dark matter, but also for other exotic injection of e.m. radiation. For illustration, we apply our formalism to: i) Primordial black holes of mass ∈ [10 15 , 10 17 ] g, with evaporating lifetimes (slightly) longer than the age of the universe, showing that the constraints are comparable to the ones obtained from gamma-ray background studies. ii) To a peculiar mass-mixing range in the sterile neutrino parameter space, complementary to other astrophysical and laboratory probes. iii) Finally, we provide a first estimate of the room for improvement left for forthcoming 21 cm experiments, comparing it with the reach of proposed CMB spectral distortion (PiXiE) and CMB angular power spectrum (CORE) missions. We show that the best and most realistic opportunity to look for this signal (or to improve over current constraints) in the 21 cm probe is to focus on the Cosmic Dawn epoch, 15 z 30, where the qualitatively unambiguous signature of a spectrum in emission can be expected for models that evade all current constraints.
Introduction
Besides helping us reconstructing the evolution of the universe, cosmological probes also provide us with a historical 'archive' of the particles populating the early phases of the cosmos, as well as informing us about relevant interactions that took place. For instance, primordial (or 'Big Bang') nucleosynthesis (BBN) or the cosmic microwave background (CMB), are sensitive to the standard model neutrinos populated via weak interactions, as well as to the amount of baryons present in the primordial plasma, generated by yet unknown processes beyond the standard model. We have also cosmological evidence for a sizable dark matter (DM) component, whose nature is however still unknown. It is even possible for instance that light and "dark" relativistic particles are present in the cosmic soup, whose cosmological properties are partially degenerate with neutrino ones, or that DM is made of different components with wildly different nature and properties such as coupling with ordinary matter or lifetime.
Numerous relics from the early universe have been proposed in many extensions of the standard model of particle physics, in some cases unstable to processes injecting electromagnetic (e.m.) forms of energy. For instance, decaying massive particles can be the progenitors of the DM in 'superWIMP' models [1] , or the DM itself can be unstable, provided its lifetime is much longer than the lifetime of the universe, as in R-parity breaking SUSY models (see e.g. [2] ). Right-handed massive neutrinos commonly invoked in scenarios to give masses to (active) neutrinos are also unstable, possibly with very long lifetimes if light enough and/or with tiny mixing angles. Primordial black holes (PBHs), if sufficiently light, also evaporate via Hawking radiation over timescales not too long compared with the age of the universe (for a review, see [3] ). Our considerations also apply to an excited DM component [4] , injecting energy when the metastable state de-excites. All these models typically lead to photons and leptons among their final states, with peculiar time dependences due to the model considered. As we will review in the following, BBN and/or CMB spectral distortions provide constraints to the amount of energy injected at early epochs, while CMB anisotropy considerations become more relevant for longer lifetimes. It is important to assess the relative constraining power of these different tools, which is the main task we address in the following. Also, forthcoming 21 cm surveys promise to open a window on the yet unconstrained "Dark Ages". It is interesting to estimate whether this probe has the potential to improve over current CMB constraints. For DM annihilation, it has been shown recently [5] that, as long as astrophysical uncertainties on star formation dominate, CMB anisotropies would have a better sensitivity than 21 cm. However, the situation may be different for exotic physics entering the game at specific ages, as we will discuss in the following.
In section 2, we focus on CMB power spectra constraints, describing for the first time the effects of the e.m. energy injection onto the CMB power spectra as a function of the lifetime of the decaying particles. In section 3, we review how to compute spectral distortions and BBN constraints, which typically are the dominante ones when the lifetime is below 10 12 s, whereas CMB anisotropies are very powerful at constraining energy injection after this time. The lifetime dependence of the CMB anisotropy bounds that we derived also inspired us in proposing and testing an on-the-spot approximation to the more accurate treatment, whose accuracy we tested. In section 4, we apply our treatment to a few candidates of interest: first, we deal with low masses PBHs ∈ [10 15 , 10 17 ] g, that can evaporate and spoil CMB power spectra. To our knowledge, proper constraints on this scenario have never been computed so far, yet our results show that the bounds are competitive with existing ones. Then, we show the application of our results to ∼keV-MeV sterile neutrinos. Finally, we provide a first estimate of the room for improvement left for forthcoming 21 cm experiment SKA 1 , comparing it with the reach of a proposed satellite targeting CMB spectral distortions (PiXiE [6] ) and the CMB angular power spectrum accuracy achievable with a next-generation satellite (CORE-like [7] ). We show that the best and most realistic opportunity to look for this signal (or to improve over current constraints) in the 21 cm probe is to focus on the Cosmic Dawn epoch, 15 z 30, where the qualitatively unambiguous signature of a spectrum in emission can be expected, with negligible effects expected from astrophysical sources. We finally report our conclusions in section 5.
CMB power spectra constraints
In this section, we describe our treatment of the injection of electromagnetic energy in the cosmological medium and of its effects on the CMB power-spectrum. Although the injection history is model dependent, a useful proxy is to assume the decay of an exotic 'particle'. Since this also describes the scenario most commonly found in the literature, henceforth we will thus refer to a decaying particle. Our considerations are however more generic than that, as we will show later on with a specific example. Also, we neglect gravitational effects, i.e. we assume that only a small fraction of the total dark matter density is decaying and/or that its lifetime is much longer than the age of the universe. In general, whenever an e.m. decay channel is non-negligible, the bounds obtained are many orders of magnitude stronger than the purely gravitational ones (see ref.s [8, 9] for recent treatments). The main effect of the decay byproducts is then their impact on the free electron fraction, which in turn affects CMB anisotropy angular spectra. The separation of scales between purely gravitational effects and e.m. ones also allow us to isolate the latter, described in details in what follows.
Standard equations
The main e.m. impact of exotic particles decay is to modify the fraction of free electrons x e , either through direct ionisation or collisional excitation followed by photoionisation by a CMB photon. An indirect effect is via the heating of the intergalactic medium (IGM), whose temperature we denote with T M , and which has a feedback on the evolution of x e . In turn, through interactions of the CMB photons with free electrons, these processes will have an impact on the CMB anisotropy angular power spectra. In order to follow the evolution equations for x e and T M we use the numerical code Recfast [10] v1.5 as implemented in the Boltzmann code CLASS 2 [11, 12] v2.5. In this code, the evolution of the free electron fraction is ruled by a system of coupled differential equations of the type 3 dx e (z)
where the R and I terms are the standard recombination and ionization rates given by
is an effective ionization rate where the rate of direct ionization I Xi and excitation+ionization I Xα are given by:
where E i and E α are respectively the average ionization energy per baryon, and the Lyman-α energy. Finally, the rate K h at which DM decays or annihilations heat the plasma is defined as:
We refer to appendix of Ref. [16] for further definitions and more details on each coefficient. The energy deposited in the plasma at redshift z,
is splitted between ionization, excitation of the Lyman-α transition, heating and very low energy photons (<10.2 eV) unable to interact. In case of a decaying particle with lifetime τ , the rate of energy injection per unit volume is given by
where ρ c is the current critical density, Γ is the width (inverse lifetime), Ξ is the relative amount of energy released into e.m. for a single decay, arbitrarily normalized to the current total cold DM abundance, Ω cdm . For instance, a species constituting 1% of the total DM abundance decaying into νγ corresponds to Ξ = 1/200. We follow the by now standard method of Refs. [17, 18] to take into account e.m. energy injection in the periods concerned.
In that case, the deposited energy is related to the injected one by:
where the subscript c denotes the "channel" (ionization, excitation,. . . ). Here, dE dV dt | inj, long-lived corresponds to the injection rate in case of a long-lived particle and the exponential factor is absorbed in the definition of the f c (z, x e ) functions. These functions encode all the physics of the energy deposition and we will describe them in the following. In principle, transport equations accounting for all standard model electromagnetic processes (from high-energy QED ones to atomic processes) allow one to compute the functions f c (z, x e ) "case by case". In practice, at very least for computing time limitations, some simplifications are needed if one wants to study a large range of models. For instance, it is standard to perform the factorization approximation
which has been shown to work very well for injection energies 10 MeV [19] and that corresponds to a factorization between high-energy processes (determining f (z)) and low-energy processes, approximately universal, responsible for the absorption repartition fractions χ c (x e ).
The χ c (x e ) functions have been computed in several references, the most recent one being Ref. [20] , which we adopt. The f (z) functions are usually obtained in terms of the transfer functions T i (E, z, z ), describing what fraction of the initial energy E of a particle i 4 injected at z is deposited at z. The transfer functions are then simply convoluted with the energy spectrum of each particle i, dN i /dE, integrated in time for z > z, hence accounting for the time evolution of the density of the decaying particles, and finally summed over the species, i.e. according to the formula:
The transfer functions have been computed in Refs. [18, 23] and updated recently in Refs. [19, 24] . The main update of former references over the latter is to take into account low energy photons (below 10.2 eV and therefore unable to interact) produced during the cooling of the high energy particles. Technically, Refs. [19, 24] give the transfer functions per channel for a given ionisation history (Recfast-like, without reionization). We cannot make use of the transfer function per channel directly since a large part of the parameter space we are dealing with consists in modification of the reionization history, for which x e 0.1 − 1. However, we can use what the authors of the above mentioned references call simplified scheme with 3 keV prescription, i.e. we rely on the factorization introduced in eq. (2.7) and that gives very good result for energy injected above ∼ 10 MeV. Our treatment corresponds thus to state-of-the art methods of recent literature, although for specific applications ad hoc calculations might still be needed.
In Fig. 1 we plot the functions f (z) for decays into electrons and photons, for several DM masses (chosen to bracket the nergy deposition efficiency) and for three lifetimes (10 13 s, 10 15 s, and 10 20 s). We represent on the two curves for which the lifetime is shorter than the age of the universe, the simple decay law exp(−t(z)/τ ) to illustrate departure from it due to peculiar effects of the energy deposition. Obviously, unless the lifetime is very long, f (z) drops dramatically with decreasing z due to the exponential decay factor (top panels). Also for very long lifetimes, however, f (z) can have a substantial evolution due to the significant changes in the efficiency of energy transfer for particles in a given energy range (bottom panel for the 100 GeV case).
In fact, in order to speed up even further the evaluation of constraints involving different particle physics parameters, such as different masses or final state channels, further approximations are typically made. A very popular one, which works well for WIMP DM annihilation, is to work with an effective on-the-spot 5 approximation by introducing a function f eff , that depends only on m χ and the e.m. branching ratio. For DM annihilation in the smooth background, it turns out that f o.t.s.
f (z = 600) gives a good approximation. A naive application of the same hypothesis to the decay would suggest
As in the case of DM annihilation, the parameter f eff should depend on the particle properties. A too complicated dependence would make however an implementation of this approximation unpractical. In the following, we will compute the effects and derive bounds in the more complete treatment. We will use the results to guide us towards a criterion to choose f eff appropriately, discussing its accuracy. We can anticipate that choosing f eff = f (z ∼ 300) where will lead to bounds, for lifetime > 10 14 s, correct at the 20% level although the exact impact of the decay on x e and the C 's might be poorly described. For shorter lifetime, no easy criterion emerges and only a principal component analysis could help us in doing so, which we postpone to future work. Let us conclude this section by a technical note. We have modified the Recfast [10] v1.5 routine of the Boltzmann code CLASS 6 [11, 12] v2.5 following recommendations of Refs. [25, 26] , namely we evaluate the photon ionization coefficient using the photon temperature instead of the electron one. However, we neglect collisional heating, since this will never be relevant for the level of energy injection not excluded by the CMB constraints: for all the allowed cases of interest, T M never increases above 10 4 K.
Effects of electromagnetic decays on the ionisation history and the CMB power spectra
In this section, we describe the impact of the exotic particle decay on the ionisation history and CMB TT and EE angular power spectra as a function of the lifetime Γ −1 . We plot TT and EE spectra obtained in model where {θ s , ω b , ω cdm , A s , n s , z reio } have been fixed to Planck 2016 TTTEEE+SIMlow best fit [27] . We will illustrate impact of the energy injection for the specific case of decay into e ± , but very similar conclusions can be reach for photons and therefore for any decay products. For each lifetime, we take two different masses, that were chosen to roughly bracket the possible energy deposition efficiencies. A general comment is that, for a given lifetime, the different energy deposition history might lead to slightly different effects on the C 's, giving thereby a potential handle on the decay products and mass of the decaying particle. This can potentially help in pinning down the particle physics scenario beyond the only lifetime and abundances of the mother particle, although a more careful "case-by-case" analysis for scenarii of interest would be needed to support this statement further. We compare our results in the most up-to-date treatment to the approximate onthe-spot one used in most of past literature with our updated criterium for f eff .
• For lifetime bigger than τ u 10 18 s, as found in previous literature (see e.g. Refs. [21, 26, 28] ), the effect of a long-lived particle decay looks like a reionisation of the IGM, starting however very early, at redshift z > 100 (Fig. 2 , top-left panel). Looking at the CMB power spectra plotted on Fig. 3 -upper panels, long-lived DM decays imply a step-like supression of the TT power spectrum whereas the EE power spectrum shows a much stronger and wider reionisation bump. In that case, most of the effect is well captured by the on-the-spot approximation as can be seen on the same Fig. , red curve. The exponential factor reduces to unity and the effect of the decay can be fully described by the parameter ξ = f eff Ξ Γ. Although reionisation history can have different shapes, the CMB probes the ionization history after recombination mostly through the integrated quantity τ reio . Hence, differences are kept at the ∼ % level in the TT spectrum. However, the EE spectra beeing more sensitive to free electron fraction histories, discrepancies start to appear, especially for the 100 GeV case, reaching almost 50% at < 10. Note that the quality of the on-the-spot approximation is a decreasing function of the mass, degrading further and further as we move towards higher masses with a dropping efficiency of the energy deposition.
• For Γ −1 10 14 s (Fig. 2 , top-right panel), a bump in the free electron fraction appears, localized around the time of the decay. Although the impact of the decay on the ionisation history is very peculiar, the crucial recombination era is not spoiled. The enhancement of the optical depth integrated up to the surface of last scattering leads to a larger step-like suppression of the TT and EE spectrum on small angular scales (Fig. 3 , bottom panels). The slightly increased probability of photons to re-scatter at intermediate redshifts (between recombination and reionisation) generates extra polarisation, and leads to a characteristic bump in the EE spectrum, peaking on smaller angular scales than the usual reionisation bump (around l 20 in the examples displayed in Fig. 3 -bottom-right panel, instead of = 3 for reionisation). This could be a rather unique signature of the peculiar reionisation history in these models, and the measurement of the bump location in multipole space would give a direct indication on the DM lifetime. Comparing now the results of the accurate treatment with the on-thespot approximate version, we find that the later works well for particles decaying with substantial energy deposition efficiency (here for 100 MeV), but not for high masses (100 GeV in the example of Fig. 3 , bottom panel, green curve). Alike what is observed for long-lived particles, the multipole range affected is slightly shifted towards higher multipole, degrading similarly the success of the approximation. The discrepancies in the TT spectrum are still below 10% (with a peak around 50) but can now reach a factor 2 at 20 in the EE spectrum.
• Finally, for very short lifetimes Γ −1 10 13 s (Fig. 2 -bottom-left panel), the decay starts to modify also the recombination era, eventually delaying it. The most visible consequence in the CMB temperature spectra is a stronger damping tail (Fig. 4 , top panels). This comes from the enhanced Silk damping effect caused by a larger width of the last scattering surface. The bump coming from extra re-scattering and polarisation is also visible, but is less sharp than in the previous case. For a lifetime of Γ −1 10 12 s, some more peculiar patterns appear even on large angular scales ( Fig. 4 -bottom panels). The reason is that we are running CLASS with a fixed angular sound horizon scale θ s . In these models, recombination is delayed significantly, and the sound horizon at recombination is larger. The code automatically adapts the angular diameter distance to the last scattering surface by decreasing H 0 , to maintain the same θ s . Hence the late-time expansion history is modified and this results in a smaller "late integrated Sachs-Wolfe" effect on large scales. Regarding the on-the-spot approximaton, our criterium neither captures the effects of the decay nor lead to reliable constraints, and one would need to adapt it for each lifetime. In the specific case of Γ −1 ∼ 10 13 s, we empirically found a value of f eff that leads to effects similar to the more accurate treatment. This value is typically equal to the ratio f (z dec )/e, which simply quantifies the departure from the standard expo- nential suppression at z(τ ). In that case, the curves are still in reasonnable agreement, especially in the TT spectrum where the agreement reach again the % level, whereas differences in the EE spectrum are kept below 30%. On the other hand, in the case of Γ −1 ∼ 10 12 s, the shape of the curve in the on-the-spot treatment is very different from the beyond-on-the-spot case (and in fact wrong, see the increased power at high-'s of Fig. 4 -bottom panels), hence we do not expect constraints to be reliable in this approximation. For such small lifetimes, the lack of a meaningful physical criterion to even define the on-the-spot equivalent makes the simplification hazardous. A more refined search for a phenomenological criterion, e.g. via a principal component analysis as done in the DM annihilations case [18] , would probably be useless. In that case, one has to do MCMC scan for each lifetime to get reliable constraints, as we shall perform in the following. In summary, we have illustrated discrepancies between the on-the-spot approximation and the more accurate beyond-on-the-spot one for different lifetimes, masses and products of the decaying particles. A general remark on the comparison between the on-the-spot and the realistic treatment is that major differences are more evident in x e than in the C 's. We found that for lifetimes ≥ 10 13 s the approximation can reach the % level agreement if an appropriate criterion is chosen, which we justify in the next section. Discrepancies however increases, reaching a factor 2 at small 's in the EE spectrum, when the energy deposition efficiency shows a strong redshift-dependence. Hence, this approximation can be used in order to compute reasonnable constraints (as we shall illustrate in the result section). It should however be avoided if an actual signal is detected, as it might lead to potential bias of the decaying particle parameters (e.g lifetime and mass). Furthermore, for shorter lifetimes -although we did not investigate deeper in this issue-no simple criterion emerges universal enough to be of practical use. In that case, the on-the-spot approximation should be considered at best as a tool to get order of magnitude constraints, much worse that the reach of 10-20% accuracy achievable by a state-of-the-art treatment in terms of tabulated transfer functions.
3 Results: Summary of constraints and comparison with other probes
Methodology
We perform our study of CMB anisotropies constraints with Monte Carlo Markov chains using the public code Monte Python [29] and a Metropolis Hasting algorithm. We take flat priors on the following set of parameters:
and span a grid of lifetimes and masses in the range [10 MeV; 1TeV] . We make use of a Choleski decomposition to handle the large number of nuisance parameters [30] . We consider chains to be converged using the Gelman-Rubin [31] criterium R − 1 < 0.05. We use the Planck 2015 high-TT,TE,EE likelihood, a prior on τ reio taken from last results of Planck 2016 with the new SimLow likelihood [27] and the Planck 2015 lensing likelihood. Since the effect of the long-lived decay is similar to reionization, one might expect constraints to depend on the way in which reionization itself is modelled. We therefore perform a first run using the on-the-spot approximation for a long lived DM model and compare the use of instantaneous, or "camb-like", reionization 7 to the more recent, redshift-asymmetric, parametrization of [32] given by 8
where parameters have been adjusted on direct observation of the ionized hydrogen fraction Q HII (z) and are given by z p = 6.1, Q p ≡ Q HII (z p ) = 0.99986 and λ = 0.73. Similarly to Ref. [26] , we fix z p and Q p to their best-fit values and let however λ, the evolution rate, free to vary as it allows do describe a large range of possible ionisation histories. Note that we could have used the power-law asymmetric reionization suggested by [33] and we have checked that differences between the two parameterizations are invisible at the current sensitivity, and possibly even for future CMB experiments. In the camb-like reionization, we obtain ξ < 5.28 × 10 −26 s −1 (95% CL), whereas the use of the redshift-asymmetric parameterization yielded ξ < 6.03 × 10 −26 s −1 (95% CL) which is comparable to what has been found in Ref. [26] . The difference between the two parameterizations being only at the 15% level, we will from now on stick to the more common camb-like reionization.
Comparison of various constraints
The bounds from CMB angular power spectrum are not the only cosmological bounds available. In order to assess their relevance, we compare them with: i) the constraints from CMB spectral distortions, as bounded by COBE-FIRAS [34] ; ii) the constraints from light nuclei overproduction/destruction with respect to standard BBN prediction. Below, we quickly summarize our treatment of these probes, referring to specialized literature for details.
CMB spectral distortions from DM decay
Since the seminal series of papers [35] [36] [37] , lots of efforts have been paid towards a better treatment of those distortions (see e.g. [38] for a recent review). It has been found that the distortions are (mostly) of two types, depending on the energy injection time. At very early times, no spectral distortion can survive, since it would simply result in a shift of the blackbody temperature. Below z ∼ 2 × 10 6 , the CMB spectrum starts acquiring an effective chemical potential µ, since processes changing the number of photons such as double Compton scattering become inefficient. At later time, CMB is mostly sensitive to a modification of the so-called comptonization−y parameter quantifying the amount of energy transfer via Compton scattering, which becomes less and less efficient. At first order, one can consider 7 In the instantanous reionization, the free electron fraction is given at low-z by xe(z) = f 2
+ tanh(
y−yre ∆y ) with f = 1+nHe/nH, y = (1+z) 3/2 and ∆y = 3(1+z) 1/2 ∆z. The reionization is therefore redshift-symmetric, centered around the key parameter zre with a width given by ∆z. 8 Alike author of Ref. [26] , we replaced the argument of the exponent by −λ
in order to improve smoothness of the transition.
the transition between the two types of distortions to be abrupt around z 4 × 10 5 , i.e. Γ −1 5 × 10 10 s 9 . In order to compute the fractional energy density change of CMB photons, ∆ρ γ /ρ γ , we follow the formalism of [39] :
where the pure µ and pure y distortions can be computed as
3)
The visibility functions are given by [38] 
In previous equations, z µ = 1.98
is the thermalization redshift (due to double-Compton processes) with Y p 0.245 the primordial mass fraction of Helium-4. We neglect the reionization contribution to the y-parameter and stop the integration at z 1000, below which the simple provided formula cannot be trusted anymore as recombination takes place. These bounds are thus conservative.
Constraints from primordial nucleosynthesis
BBN has been used since decades to derive constraints on exotic energy injections, in particular the e.m. ones considered here, as these might modify the light nuclei yields, whose observations match pretty well the predictions in the ΛCDM model (see e.g. Refs [40, 41] for reviews). We focus in the following on possible modification of the 2 H and 3 He abundances, which are known to be the most sensitive (yet relatively robust) probes, following the formalism and observed abundances reported in Ref. [42] , which we address to for details. In [42] , it was also noted that for sufficiently low energy photons and/or late injections, standard treatments in the literature relying on a universal non-thermal photons spectrum may underestimate the bounds. Since here we want to present generic results for illustration, we will limit ourselves to these "universal", yet conservative bounds. Actually, also Lithium-7 is in principle a complementary probe of e.m. energy injections in the early universe. Yet, the reliability of its observed 'quasi-plateau' abundance in metal-poor halo stars as a proxy for its cosmological prediction is still disputed. If primordial, it was recently shown by two of us that a purely e.m. injection of energy may even reconcile it with predictions [43] , but here we will neglect this nuclide altogether.
Results
The CMB constraints for decays into photons and electrons for the range of masses [10 keV; 1 TeV] 10 are shown in Fig. 5 , together with the other cosmological constraints. The 
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Planck constraints -e ± injection Planck constraints -γ injection On-the-spot with f eff f (z(Γ c )) Figure 5 . Cosmological constraints on the abundance (normalized to the DM one) of e.m. decaying exotic particles coming from Big Bang nucleosynthesis (shaded red area), CMB spectral distortions (full line) and CMB power spectra analysis (shaded blue area for e ± and shaded green area for γ, the width of the band is obtained by scanning over the decaying particle mass in the range [10 keV; 1 TeV]). In the case of CMB anisotropies we compare the use of the full treatment for the energy deposition with the on-the-spot approximation (dashed lines).
complementarity of the constraints derived here with the CMB spectral distortion ones, and in particular the BBN ones, is obvious. The constraints from CMB angular power spectrum dominate at long lifetimes, Γ −1 10 12 s. They reach a remarkable sensitivity around Γ −1 ∼ Γ −1 c ≡ 10 14 s, excluding values of Ξ as low as ∼ 10 −11 − 10 −10 ; the bound then degrades roughly by a factor Γ c /Γ: This suggests that it is mostly the (possibly small) fraction of DM decaying at this early time that has the dominant impact on CMB anisotropies. A posteriori, we can thus propose f eff f (z(Γ c )) as physical criterium to obtain approximate bounds within the on-the-spot approximation (see Eq. (2.9)), where z c 300 corresponds to the time-redshift conversion of Γ −1 c . We display result of this procedure for the same decay products and range of masses as dashed lines. We find this criterium to be good at the 10 − 50% level for the channels, masses and lifetimes ( 10 14 s) we considered. For shorter lifetime, one would need to readapt the criterion, which we did empirically in sec. 2 by fixing f eff f (z dec )/e for τ 10 13 s. We found reasonnably good agreement between full treatment and its approximation which, at the level of the constraints (although not shown explicitely on the plot), lead to agreement at the 20 − 50% level. For lifetime below 10 13 s, as illustrated in sec. 2 the on-the-spot approximation fails at describing correctly the physical effects of the decay. This results in constraints offset by several orders of magnitude with respect to the full treatment, which is therefore mandatory in that case. Perhaps not surprisingly, other (earlier universe) probes are more sensitive to shorter lifetimes, although the sensitivity is not comparable with the peak sensitivity achieved via the effects on the CMB angular power spectrum. It is remarkable that cosmological probes, combined, achieve a sensitivity over more than 20 orders of magnitude lifetime! A few comments are in order: i) Other bounds exist of astrophysical nature (e.g. from gamma-ray flux measurements, see for instance [44] ) which we do not discuss here in detail but that, for phenomena happening mostly in the late universe (z 1) and involving sufficiently high energy particles (E MeV), are more constraining than cosmological ones. This is why we do not indulge here in this otherwise interesting parameter space in the upper-right part of Fig. 5 . ii) Although we kept the point implicit till now, different probes and bounds are sensitive to different energies: BBN is the most limited in this sense, since only photons/e ± more energetic than the disintegration thresholds of light nuclei (from few to few tens of MeV) have a chance of inducing effects. The CMB angular spectra constraints apply in principle to a much broader range of energies, virtually as low as ∼ 10.2 eV below which no ionization can be induced, although the range of validity of the transfer functions can be questioned below the keV scale, whereas the factorization approximation of Eq. (2.7) might not be reliable anymore below the ∼10 MeV scale [45] . In practice, unless one wants to run a "case by case" simulation, one is limited by the regime of validity of the approximations used. Finally, the CMB spectral distortions, although yielding the least restrictive among the constrains reported, are in principle sensitive to injections of primaries of any energy, even very low ones, although (to the best of our knowledge) the actual bounds shown have always been derived in the case of injected particles more energetic than the ones of the medium. Thus, even from the "energy space" point of view, the different cosmological probes are complementary.
Let us finish this section by a comparison with previous works. In Ref. [18] , CMB anisotropies constraints for DM decaying into e ± and photons, for several masses and lifetimes were derived. We can compare our results to their fig. 7 , in which a forecast for Planck was made. They turn out to be in farly good agreements for lifetimes 10 13 s, the discrepancy reaching a factor ∼2 at long lifetime. Differences however increase for very short lifetimes which we attribute to i) the new energy deposition functions; ii) the known fact that Planck slightly underperformed regarding polarization anisotropies with respect to earlier expectations. Nonetheless, Planck has improved by nearly an order of magnitude over the pre-existing WMAP 7 constraints. Another estimate of these constraints in the on-the-spot approximation has been made in Ref. [46] . If we take into account the limitations of their treatment, our results are in agreement with their Planck forecast (c.f. their fig. 2 ).
Applications and forecast

Primordial black holes
A notable application of our results concerns the possibility of constraining the abundances of primordial black holes (PBH) at high ( M ) and low ( 10 −15 M ) masses. In the high mass case, the emission of high energy electromagnetic particles in the plasma is typically due to the accretion of matter onto the PBH. This very complicated astrophysical process, studied for instance in some detail in [47] is currently a hot topic, after the aLIGO discovery of two events binary BH mergers with masses in the 10 solar mass scale. A detailed revisitation of this regime is far beyond the scope of this paper and we postpone a reanalysis of these constraints to further work, limiting ourselves to note that the formalism and code development implemented here is one of the tasks needed towards that goal. On the other hand, the "low mass" PBH regime, for which energy injection is due to the evaporation of the PBH (the so-called Hawking radiation) is rather well understood and straightforward to implement.
Quite interestingly, with the single exception of Ref. [48] on which we will comment below, CMB constraints to this scenario have been overlooked in the past. A proper computation, to the best of our knowledge, was never performed so far, which is rather surprising since the bounds we derive (see below) turn to be competitive with the best ones in the mass range 10 15 to 10 17 g.
We summarize here the basic results of PBH evaporation, following ref. [3] . In a seminal couple of papers [49, 50] , Hawking showed that a Schwarzschild black hole of mass M should emit black body spectra of particles at a temperature
The mass-loss rate of an evaporating black holes can be expressed as
where the function F(M ), normalized to 1 if M > 10 17 g, counts the number of particles species emitted by the PBH, for each relativistic degrees of freedom and increases with decreasing mass. For instance, at 10 15 g also electrons and positrons (besides photons, neutrinos and gravitons) can be emitted, and F(M ) 1.568 [51] , which further rises (due to muon production) to about 2. (4.3) and the energy injection rate for low mass PBH is given in full generality by
If M 10 15 g, the PBH lifetime is longer than the age of the universe and its mass and lifetime are roughly constant: for instance a PBH of initial mass 10 15 g would weight 9.6 × 10 14 g today. Since we do not aim anyway at better than O(10%) level accuracy, in this range we assume both M and the lifetime Γ −1 as constant, which leads to a simple exponential law, similar to the case of decaying particles with lifetime given by eq. 4.3. On the other hand, in this range we do take into account the ionization and heat efficiency via a reasonable proxy of the spectrum of particles emitted. The spectra of particles emitted per unit time with energy between E and E + dE are given by:
where s is the spin of the particle and Γ s , the dimensionless absorption coefficient, can be written in the high-energy limit E > T BH as [52] :
To avoid unnecessary complication while staying conservative, we stick in the following to the high energy limit where the above formula provides a reasonable description, by cutting the spectra below E = T BH . Since the absorption coefficient at low energy decreases quickly, we estimate that this should not weaken bounds obtained by more than a few tens of percent at most. For a few cases in the mass interval 10 15 g ≤ M ≤ 10 17 g we recomputed the energy deposition functions f c (z, x e ) without relying on the factorization hypothesis, since it breaks down for some of the injection energies of interest. We conservatively assume standard reionization scenario to compute the f c (z, x e )'s 11 . Our results for M = 1 × 10 15 g and 1 × 10 17 g are shown in fig. 6 , together with the resulting free electron fractions. Using CLASS and MontePython, we run ΛCDM + f PBH ≡ Ω PBH /Ω DM for 6 differents black holes masses, logarithmically distributed between 1 × 10 15 g and 5 × 10 17 g, using Planck high-TT,TE,EE + simlow (prior on τ ) and lensing likelihood. Results of the MCMC scan in the plane {f PBH , M PBH } are shown in fig. 7 , together with constraints coming from the extragalactic γ-ray background (EGB) from Ref. [3] . For masses M 10 13 g, we expect no constraints since the evaporation took place before 10 12 s, hence we expect CMB anisotropies to be insensitive in that range (see Fig. 5 ). In the range 10 13 g M 10 15 g, the actual time dependence of the evaporation is important. The actual spectrum emitted is rapidly changing with the mass, which complexifies substancially the treatment and we postpone accurate computations of the constraints for future work. Let us finish this section with a quick comparison with Ref. [48] . In this work, an estimate of the impact of PBH within the mass range 10 16 − 10 17 g was made. They assume an effective "on-the-spot" approximation, and work out the value of the absorption efficiency (which would roughly correspond to our f eff ) under some simplified assumptions for the energy losses and spectra of evaporated particles. However, what might lead to the biggest difference with our work is that they compute the free electron fraction history using saha fromula. Hence, the energy injected to the medium affect the ionization history only through reheating, which in turns lead to very different evolution for x e as can be seen from our fig. 6 − right panel, compared to their fig. 6 . Our more accurate computation, that takes into account both impact of energy injection through heating and direct ionization (as well as excitation) of the atoms, shows that the free electron fraction evolution departs significantly from saha equation, with a reionization starting already at redshift ∼ few ×100. Furthermore, depending on the mass, the energy deposition efficiency might evolve substantially with redshift (∼ 2 orders of magnitude for a PBH with mass 10 17 g), which is a sign that the on-the-spot approximation isn't appropriate. Still it is reasonnable to believe that this treatment might hold at the level of the constraints as it is the case for decaying particles. In the abscence of obvious criterium 12 one would need to perform a PCA to define f eff , an involved procedure that might not succeed, and thus we won't develop it here.
Sterile neutrinos
The discovery that neutrinos oscillate, hence that at least two of them are massive, is one of the few hints (and the only laboratory one) for physics beyond the standard model. The most minimal extension of the SM is probably the one requiring right-handed neutrinos, which are SM gauge singlets (hence 'sterile') and so weakly interacting that usually astrophysical and cosmological observables are better suited to probe them than laboratory ones. The possibility that they may be related to other mysteries like the baryon asymmetry of the universe or the DM one is well discussed in the literature (see e.g. [54] for a recent review). If these neutrinos are of Majorana type, they can have an extra mass term whose parametric size is a priori unconstrained by theoretical considerations. Obviously, the weaker their coupling, the harder they are to constrain. These neutrinos are however unstable: provided that they light enough, cosmology can help, since it can probe very long timescales. As long as the sterile neutrino (ν s ) mass is below ∼ 1 MeV, the only channels open are [55] • ν s → 3ν, with Γ 3ν
In the above formulae, we introduced Θ 2 ≡ α θ 2 α , where θ α is the mixing angle with active neutrino of flavour α. When the ν s mass exceeds 2 m e a third channel, ν s → ν α e + e − , is also open, with a rate depending on single θ α 's [56] , but in general with a b.r. of ∼ 30% as long as its mass does not exceed 2m µ 211 MeV. These relations imply that, as long as (M s /MeV) 5 Θ 2 1, these particles decay at "cosmologically interesting times", with an associated b.r. into e.m. channels ranging from 1.6% at masses below the MeV to O(30%) at masses up to ∼ 200 MeV. The CMB is capable of constraining such particles even if they only constitute a negligible fraction of the DM. It is straightforward to translate the Ξ-lifetime constraints derived in Fig. 5 in more meaningful parameters for sterile neutrinos, such as their mixing angle and relative abundance with respect to the total active neutrino species (including antineutrinos), which we do in Fig. 8 for two values of the masses. For the typical 10 keV mass scale required for sterile neutrino to be the DM, we obtain bounds comparable to [26] , which are typically weaker than bounds from astrophysical probes, notably like X-ray lines. In general, however, even higher masses and lower abundances can be constrained. For instance, a 200 MeV sterile neutrino would represent a sizable amount of DM only if its population is larger than a fraction 10 −8 of the active neutrino one 13 , yet the CMB can constrain a fraction up to a billion times smaller than that, for incredibly tiny mixing angles smaller than 10 −10 ! To put the latter constraints into a context, one may compare them with the ones reported in Fig. 7 of Ref. [57] . In particular, our new constraints are relevant in the upper-left corner of the parameter space (labelled as τ < t today ) i.e. the region where sterile neutrino relics from the early universe were indicated as decaying "without constrainable effects and make no contribution to the present matter density".
Are these parameter values of any interest, given the masses and mixing knowledge on active neutrinos? In fact, some relations between mass-scale and mixing angles exist, once the phenomenological knowledge on the smallness of (active) neutrino mass is factored in. This is nicely reviewed in [58] , notably in its chapter 4. The Yukawa couplings, or equivalently a combination the mixing angle elements U and masses M I of the righ-handed neutrinos should obey the relation
where M min is the lightest sterile neutrino contributing to the mass of the standard model neutrinos. Ignoring for the moment any cosmological or particle physics constraints, this Figure 8 . Cosmological constraints on the abundance of sterile neutrinos (including antineutrinos) normalized to the total active neutrino density, with no prior on their production mechanism. We consider a sterile neutrino mass of 10 keV, the typical scale for sterile neutrinos being DM candidates, as well as the heavier scale of 200 MeV for much weaker couplings, a parameter space usually ignored.
relation together with the empirically constrained mass scale of neutrinos suggests that the lightest extra neutrino mass eigenstate involved in the active neutrino mass mechanism should have an effective mixing element U 2 αI
MeV . We conclude that cosmology is typically sensitive to neutrinos more weakly coupled than those implied in the mechanism giving mass to the active neutrinos. This is a qualitatively important point: it was already known that in a minimal scenario with three right handed neutrinos, if the lightest one is responsible for the DM of the universe, it must essentially be decoupled from the active ones, contributing negligibly to their mass generation mechanism. The above example shows that this is true in a much wider parameter space. In fact, it is not often appreciated that: a) The number, masses and mixing of the right-handed neutrinos are not constrained by fundamental physics arguments, so that it is important to have probes of the "light, almost decoupled" limit of that parameter space. b) Sterile neutrinos may exist, may have little or nothing to do with DM (either cold, warm or hot), and still be of some cosmological relevance.
The 21 cm signal from the Dark Ages
We have considered scenarios where e.m. energy injection takes place at some time in the history of the Universe. We saw that the CMB is particularly sensitive to energy injected around or just after recombination, while BBN and CMB spectral distortions probe earlier times. What about cosmological probes of the more recent universe? Just after recombination, the universe is dark, cold and almost structureless, hence the name of "Dark Ages" for this period. When z drops below ∼300, however, the baryons thermally decouple from the CMB photons, and start cooling more rapidly. The gas would eventually warm up significantly above the CMB temperature around the epoch of reionization (z ∼ 10), where a significant contribution of stellar and astrophysical sources is expected to take over the dynamical evolution of the gas. Thus, at redshift z 300 the conditions of temperature and ionization of the (mostly neutral) cosmic gas can be in principle probed via the hyperfine transition in neutral hydrogen atoms: it is natural to ask oneself whether significant exotic traces can be found in this highly redshifted 21 cm signal. Although the detection of the 21 cm signal from very high redshifts will probably stay beyond reach for a long time to come, prospects for the SKA experiment should allow detection capability up to z 27 [59] . Such a sensitivity would be sufficient to open a yet unexplored window in the history of the universe. But is it useful to probe non-standard processes as well? For the most widely studied signals of DM annihilation, earlier results were rather encouraging about the discovery perspectives [60] [61] [62] . The authors of the recent paper [5] have reinvestigated these forecasts with the most up-to-date tools, unfortunately finding them to be very challenging. In particular, due to the large uncertainties in the reionization modeling, it appears hard to unambiguously isolate an exotic DM annihilation signal.
However, the situation may be significantly better for energy injection processes concentrated at an earlier epoch, as for instance associated to a fraction of DM decaying in the so-called "Cosmic Dawn" period 15 z 30. The astrophysical processes are expected to be relatively mild at that epoch. In fact, also observationally they should not perturb too much the medium, e.g. triggering a too early ionization epoch, in order to be in agreement with the optical depth measurement by Planck. In addition, all modern parametric studies of astrophysical effects at this epoch indicate that they should be unable to reheat the gas above the CMB temperature, i.e. the 21 cm should be seen "in absorption" with respect to the CMB (see for instance [63] , Fig. 1 ). This is also the case for exotic signals such as annihilating DM in halos [5] above redshift z 20. Here, we wish to briefly assess the possibility that models where a fraction of DM decays via e.m. channels, not yet excluded by CMB or other probes, can be uniquely tested via 21 cm observations at the Cosmic Dawn. While we certainly expect peculiar signatures in the power-spectrum (and possibly higher order statistics) of the 21 cm signal, for this preliminary study we will content ourselves with showing that a smoking gun signal is potentially present already at the level of the average differential brightness temperature δT b (ν). This quantity is obtained by comparing lines of sight through a neutral hydrogen cloud to patch of the sky with clear view of the CMB. Following a textbook calculation (see e.g. Ref. [64] ), one can easily compute the theoretical average signal (neglecting perturbations):
where x HI is the neutral hydrogen fraction and T S the spin temperature, the excitation temperature of the 21 cm transition. It is defined via n 1 /n 0 = 3 exp(−T 21 /T S ) with T 21 = 0.068K. Assuming equilibrium between excitation processes (typically CMB photons absorption, collisions within atoms and scattering of UV photons from stars) and de-excitations ones, one can write a solution to the radiative transfer equation and get the evolution of the spin temperature:
where x c and x α are coupling coefficients for collisions and UV scattering respectively and T c is the effective color temperature of the UV radiation field. Radiative transfer typically drives T c to T M [64] , but in our case (z > 20) we expect a negligible stellar contribution and simply set x α to zero (this is a conservative assumption given the point we want to make).The collisional coupling x c can be computed as:
In Eq. (4.10), A 10 = 2.85 × 10 −15 s −1 is the Einstein spontaneous emission coefficient of the 21 cm transition and the κ i H 10 are the de-excitiation rates in hydrogen atom collisions 14 with species i. They are tabulated in Ref. [64] . We have computed the temperature history and the mean differential brightness temperature for decays of exotic particles with different lifetimes. The typical result is shown on fig. 9 for the two cases Γ −1 = 10 15 s and Γ −1 = 10 18 s. For definitiveness, we consider a 2-body decay into electrons with the fraction of decaying DM fixed to its upper limit from previous analysis. With respect to the conventional evolution in the Cosmic Dawn, characterized by a negative δT b (see solid black curve in the bottom panel), the models considered here show a positive δT b , i.e. would be associated to a 21 cm signal seen in emission already at z 20 − 25. The effect is particularly noticeable for the shorter lifetime case, Γ −1 = 10 15 s, but remains appreciable also for timescales comparable with the universe lifetime, Γ −1 = 10 18 s, due to the small fraction of decays happening early on. The appearance of a signal in emission should constitute a smoking gun: if SKA were to observe an absorption signal from Cosmic Dawn, as expected, it would put constraints on these exotic scenarios. At the same time, it also means that 21 cm studies have significant room for discovery. To gauge the level of the effect, it is worth bearing in mind that the SKA should have a sensitivity on δT b at O(1-10) mK level at z 25, see Fig. 4 in [59] . The orange band of fig. 10 shows the parameter range creating a 5 to 10 mK increase in δT b with respect to standard model expectation, which as argued would also lead to a change of sign in the signal. Here we limit ourselves to the specific case of the 2-body decay into electrons with decaying particle mass m = 100 MeV, but it is clear that even these crude considerations show great potential to go beyond the parameter space currently constrained. Also note that we have not included informations on the power spectrum of the 21 cm signal, so that the true reach should be actually deeper.
To put this result into some context, we also compare it with a forecast for the sensitivity reach in CMB spectral distortions with PiXiE [6] and CMB temperature and polarization anisotropies measurements by a CORE-like experiment [7] with sky coverage f sky = 0.70. We find that PiXiE would give constraints up to one order of magnitude better than BBN ones, whereas minimal information from an approved 21 cm experiment would already have comparable sensitivity to the proposed next generation CMB experiment, making it indeed a very powerful probe. Note that CMB experiment would however still dominate in the energy injection regime corresponding to modifications at the recombination era or shortly thereafter, so the complementary of different techniques will still be holding in the future.
Conclusion
Cosmological probes (BBN, CMB spectral distortions and CMB angular power spectra) lead to stringent bounds on the e.m. decay of exotic particles, spanning about 12 orders of magnitude in abundance and more than 20 orders of magnitude in lifetime. We re-evaluated these constraints with state-of-the-art tools: Our main results are summarized in Fig. 5 . The main focus of our article has been the computation of CMB anisotropy constraints. For that Figure 9 . Temperature history and mean differential brightness temperature during the Dark Ages for χ → e + e − with decaying particle mass m = 100 MeV, compared to the standard ΛCDM model. The decaying particle abundance is just within the currently allowed range.
we have used the most up-to-date tools available, and the bounds thus obtained should be realistic within the parameter space covered. Instead, the BBN and spectral distortions have been reported mostly for comparative purposes. They were derived under conservative assumptions, and in specific cases the actual bounds may be stronger: for instance one could go beyond the simplistic µ and y type of CMB distortions, or one could take into account the actual photon spectrum leading to photo-hadronic dissociation of light elements, rather than the approximate "universal spectrum" limit.
One of the major novelties of our article is the throughout description of the physical effects leading to the CMB bounds, notably for the case of particles whose lifetime is much shorter than the age of the universe. In particular, CMB is sensitive to particles decaying around the time of recombination, a phenomenon that can lead to peculiar modifications of the power spectra. Based on our results, we also proposed a physical criterion for an approximate "on-the-spot" treatment of the problem. This approximation can be used to derive rather accurate constraints, but should be considered with caution if an actual signal is discovered, since it can leads to significant discrepancies with the full treatment in the free electron fraction and CMB power spectra.
The results we obtained can be applied to numerous models, of which we provided a few examples: We computed the constraints on evaporating low-mass PBHs, whose strength happens to be comparable or stronger than the ones following from extragalactic gamma-ray background limits form masses around 10 15 g. Our results provide for instance an independent cosmological argument excluding that the totality of DM can be made of PBHs lighter than δT b = +5 to 10 mK at z [20, 25] On-the-spot with CORE-like experiment Figure 10 . A comparaison between current constraints on e.m. decaying exotic particles and a forecast using the sensitivity of SKA on the global differential brightness temperature δT b in the redshift range [20, 25] , PiXiE sensitivity on µ and y distortions, as well as a CORE-like experiment. The blue shaded area, labeled as Planck constraints, now regroups e ± and γ results.
∼ 10 17 g. We have also applied our results to sterile neutrinos: while past literature has focused on the few keV mass range typically invoked for sterile neutrino DM, we argued that cosmological bounds are also relevant to heavier and more weakly coupled relics, which are usually overlooked. Finally, we studied some perspectives for future improvements over the current cosmological constraints. In particular, we sketched why we expect forthcoming 21 cm surveys to have some discovery potential, or to improve somewhat over existing bounds. The most promising window to overcome astrophysical uncertainties and aiming at a smoking gun feature is to look for an emission signal in the "Cosmic Dawn" epoch 15 z 30. The perspectives to discover this kind of exotic physics are certainly cleaner than those for DM annihilation, see [5] . We also briefly discussed the good chances for improvements over the current status achievable with future missions proposed to study CMB spectral distortions (PiXiE) and CMB angular power spectrum (CORE), as well as their complementarity.
The above examples do not obviously exhaust the list of applications. Even limiting oneself to the above topics, however, it is clear that each of them would deserve dedicated and deeper studies. For instance, given the limitations of the existing study [47] , a revisitation of the cosmological bounds to PBHs of stellar mass (or heavier) is of high priority. A proper exploration of the cosmologically interesting sterile neutrino parameter space (well beyond the DM-inspired mass-coupling usually considered) remains to be tackled. The actual reach of the 21 cm window should be reassessed with a calculation of the modified power spectrum, a task which we expect will lead to an improved sensitivity to these models.
Note added: While this paper was been finalized, the article [65] has appeared, which has some overlap with the topics treated here. Whenever referring to similar models, our results are comparable (see in particular their Fig. 11 and compare with our Fig. 5 ). Also note that our physical prescription for the effective f (z) function, inspired by inspection of the results in Fig. 5 , finds a technical justification in the principal component analysis developed in [65] . For the rest, the two articles are rather complementary in the applications: for instance ref. [65] develops a detailed study for very long lived DM, which we chose here to barely treat for the reasons recalled in Sec. 3. On the other hand, we also describe applications to non-decaying DM relics, such as primordial black holes, and also cover in better details the constraints on short lifetimes, coming either from CMB or other channels, as well as some perspectives for future cosmological probes. We also present a throughout description of the physics involved in the CMB effects (Sec. 2).
